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The Reopening of the IPO Window
 ● With a successful new tech offering this week, public markets have unofficially reopened to new 

issues. We do not expect another IPO boom. Instead, we should see a more measured pace of new 
issues with a bias towards quality and profitable firms that do choose to go public.

 ● High-profile listings this year will likely set the tone for the 2024 IPO pipeline. Among US deals 
raising over $300 million tracked by Bloomberg, new listings are up 21% on average since their 
debuts this year. This is an encouraging first step for IPO hopefuls. However, our analysis of 
historical IPO performance shows that performance tends to lag over a 1-2 year horizon. Given this 
mixed history, we are unlikely to see a true wave of IPOs until the highest profile unicorns choose to 
take the plunge into the public spotlight.

 ● As of July 28, there were an estimated 726 “unicorn” companies in the U.S, defined as privately-held 
startup companies that achieve a $1 billion post-money valuation in a private round of financing. 
Pitchbook estimates that the current backlog of companies that should have exited via IPO during 
the IPO drought of the last 18 months is approximately 220. As of this week, only two US unicorns 
have filed an S-1 to go public.

 ● The current slate of pending IPOs has the potential to provide a bit of momentum to a tech universe 
that has been relatively starved of good news beyond the biggest public stocks. Among late-stage 
IPO hopefuls are firms engaged in fintech and payments infrastructure, cyber security, aerospace, 
artificial intelligence, internet retail, logistics, marketing and education technology.

INVESTMENT PRODUCTS: NOT FDIC INSURED · NOT CDIC INSURED · 
NOT GOVERNMENT INSURED · NO BANK GUARANTEE · MAY LOSE VALUE
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The Reopening of the IPO Window
One can imagine venture capitalists and investment bankers holding their collective breath this past week. Excluding biotechs, 
only 75 US companies with a combined value of $11 billion have gone public in 2023. While this mimics the pace of new issues 
at this point last year, IPO deal flow is down over 90% relative to 20211.

That’s why this week’s highly anticipated market debut of a large semiconductor design firm may mark a restart of IPO issuance 
over the coming quarters. A ready pipeline of private firms may now attempt to take advantage of this quieter period in markets to 
raise capital, providing liquidity for anxious investors.

The calmness that allowed the IPO window to crack open follows a period of heightened market volatility (Figure 1). Aggressive 
Fed tightening, an uncertain inflationary and economic backdrop, the poor performance of unprofitable firms and a war in eastern 
Europe have been more than enough to keep late-stage private companies from seeking public listings.

Consistent with the quality theme we’ve pursued in our portfolio guidance, the key to accessing capital markets may be a 
combination of realistic pricing, profitability and demonstratable growth prospects.

1  Bloomberg as of September 15, 2023

Figure 1: US IPOs vs equity volatility

Source: Bloomberg and Haver Analytics through September 15, 2023. Indices are unmanaged. An investor cannot invest directly in an index. They are shown for illustrative 
purposes only and do not represent the performance of any specific investment. Index returns do not include any expenses, fees or sales charges, which would lower 
performance. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Real results may vary.

To the Moon and Back: 2020-22
“Free money” provided the fuel for a boom in IPOs and Special Purpose Acquisition Company (SPAC) listings in 2020-21. The 
government’s fiscal and monetary responses created enormous liquidity that fed investor speculation.

Startups addressing opportunities presented by the pandemic, whether via speculative drugs or internet-based consumer 
services, were easily absorbed by the public markets. Nascent companies peddling new clean energy technologies, EV solutions, 
cryptocurrency ventures and space-based communications saw their firms taken public via SPAC or IPO, regardless of the firm’s 
reasonable business prospects.

Issuance of SPACs grew to a frenzied pace in 2020 and 2021. Despite their purpose as vehicles for bringing private companies 
public, investors bid up these empty shell firms by 90% from July 2020 to February 2021. As we highlighted at the time, these 
returns were truly irrational. The average SPAC saw its value fall by 43% since the peak of the 2021 bubble, with the vast 
majority returning cash to shareholders without finding a private target.

In 2020 and 2021, the total value of new US listings reached $483bn, excluding SPACs who never found a target to bring public 
(Figure 2). This exceeded the $329bn of IPOs from mid-1998 to mid-2000, adjusted for today’s dollars.
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Much like the round-trip in the Nasdaq from 1997 to 2002, the bust that began in 2022 has seen speculative and unprofitable 
tech shares return to their pre-pandemic levels or less (Figures 3-4). While a narrow rally in mega-cap tech stocks has propelled 
passive large-cap indices higher this year, the Russell 2000 remains 25% off its highs. The S&P 600 index trades at roughly 14x, 
down from over 20x in mid-2021. Small cap price to book ratios have declined by 33% over that time period.

In our view, public valuations in the small cap space serve as a reasonable proxy for late-stage private firms. This implies more 
palatable valuations for new investors via IPOs.

Figure 2: IPOs during the tech and post-pandemic booms

Source: Bloomberg as of September 15, 2023

Figure 3: Nasdaq during the tech bubble and bust Figure 4: IPOs and profitless tech during the post-
pandemic boom and bust

 
Source: Haver Analytics through September 5, 2023. Indices are unmanaged. An investor cannot invest directly in an index. They are shown for illustrative purposes only and do 
not represent the performance of any specific investment. Index returns do not include any expenses, fees or sales charges, which would lower performance. Past performance 
is no guarantee of future results. Real results may vary.

Don’t Expect a Flood of New Issues
While the IPO tap appears to be opening, we expect only a modest rate of IPO issuance in the near-term. The equity market 
bounce from October’s lows has moved investors away from their complete bearishness, though we are far from normal 
enthusiasm (Figure 5).

There are natural barriers to a new wave of IPOs. As financing costs remain high and volatile, IPO pricing will be well below 2021 
levels (Figure 6). With the Fed yet to declare an end to its war on inflation and rates staying higher for longer, the bar for new 
equity issuance relies on high expected investor returns. This necessitates a focus on high quality and profitable firms.
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Figure 5: Investor sentiment has improved, though is far 
from euphoric

Figure 6: Elevated rate volatility makes it challenging to 
value risky assets

Source: Haver Analytics through September 5, 2023. Left chart: Percentages show forward 12-month return of S&P 500 from each extreme in investor positioning. Indices are 
unmanaged. An investor cannot invest directly in an index. They are shown for illustrative purposes only and do not represent the performance of any specific investment. Index 
returns do not include any expenses, fees or sales charges, which would lower performance. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Real results may vary.

High-profile listings this year will likely set the tone for the 2024 IPO pipeline. Among US deals raising over $300 million, shares 
of newly listed companies are up 21% on average since their debuts this year (Figure 7). This is an encouraging first step for 
IPO hopefuls.

Even then, the long-term track record for the typical IPO is mixed (Figure 8). For syndicate investors able to access new 
offerings before their first official trade on the exchange, performance in the first few days of trading tends to be positive. But 
once insider share lockups expire, and as firms adjust from the private mindset of delivering top-line growth to the demands of 
public shareholders for actual free cash flow, performance tends to dip. The median IPO since 2015 saw roughly flat performance 
a year after its debut, and a nearly 9% decline over 2 years.

This is the cautionary tale keeping many private company CEOs up at night. While market-cap weighted indexing and financial 
media leave the impression that most IPOs are successful, the average IPO does not outperform over the medium term. Given 
this mixed history of post-IPO performance, despite some recent successful IPOs, we are unlikely to see a true wave of IPOs 
until the highest profile unicorns choose to take the public stage.

Figure 7: Average return since listing among 2023 
US IPOs

Figure 8: Median IPO performance tends to lag after 
several months in the public spotlight

 
Source: Bloomberg through September 5, 2023. Right chart shows median IPO performance since 2015, excluding SPACs and offering sizes <$100mm, as tracked 
by Bloomberg.
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From a Unicorn’s Perspective
The shutdown of the IPO market over the past 18 months reflects the pressures faced by venture capital and private equity firms. 
And while Q2 2023 saw some relief from three straight quarters of declines in exit activity for private equity funds in the US, dollar 
exit volumes were still 57% below Q4 2021 levels.

Buyout funds may be able to lean on corporate acquisitions, General partner-led secondaries and sponsor-to-sponsor 
transactions to exit portfolio companies, but the fortune of the venture capital sector is much more closely tied to public markets. 
From 2013 to 2021, approximately 69% of the exit value realized from VC-backed companies was through IPOs and SPACs. In 
2021, this peaked at 85%, according to Pitchbook.

When a VC-backed restaurant company successfully completed an IPO in June 2023 and saw its share price soar for several 
weeks thereafter, there was noticeable relief, especially given this was not a tech company.

As of July 28, there were an estimated 726 “unicorn” companies in the US. These represents all of the privately-held startup 
companies that achieve a $1 billion post-money valuation in a private round of financing. And of these, Pitchbook estimates that 
the current backlog of companies that would have exited via IPO under normal conditions is over 200. Among these late-stage 
IPO hopefuls are firms engaged in fintech and payments infrastructure, cyber security, aerospace, artificial intelligence, internet 
retail, logistics, marketing and education technology.

2  “Instacart is an expensive lesson for Venture Firms” Wall Street Journal, September 16, 2023

Figure 9: Monthly observed public listings versus expected public listings of U.S. VC-backed companies

Source: Pitchbook as of September 15, 2023

Limitations of an IPO Recovery
The reopening of the IPO market may provide some new data to tech investors relatively starved of good news. But it will also 
serve as a reminder that the valuations of 2021 are not coming back.

As an illustrative example, the valuation for a food delivery app company who recently filed to go public has been reported to 
be priced at approximately 3.1x trailing sales, or $9 billion. This valuation is below the company’s best public competitor, trading 
at 4.2x trailing sales. The target valuation is also down 77% from the company’s most recent round of private financing in 2021 
which valued the company at $39 billion, or 22x reported revenues according to the Wall Street Journal2.
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Realistic re-valuations of later stage venture backed companies is a necessity for the return of a healthy IPO market. The 
average unicorn last raised capital 17 months ago, at the height of the free-money mania. Many of these companies are running 
through their cash reserves and will either need to go public in order to generate liquidity or raise another private round of 
financing at major discounts to peak values. Therefore, while the pipeline of potential tech IPOs is quite deep, the willingness of 
those companies to accept current public market valuations is still unknown.

As of this week, only two US unicorns have filed an S-1 to go public. Many late-stage private company CEOs and investors will 
be watching these debuts in the coming weeks.

Join us each week on Thursday at 11:30am EST for a conversation with senior investment professionals and external thought 
leaders on timely market events and ask your most pressing questions.

Register now`

https://www.veracast.com/webcasts/citigroup/ciostrategy/CIO/
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laws and regulations. Citibank, N.A., Hong Kong Branch does not intend to rely on any provisions herein which are inconsistent with its obligations under the Code of Conduct 
for Persons Licensed by or Registered with the Securities and Futures Commission, or which mis-describes the actual services to be provided to you.  

Citibank, N.A. is incorporated in the United States of America and its principal regulators are the US Office of the Comptroller of Currency and Federal Reserve under US laws, 
which differ from Australian laws. Citibank, N.A. does not hold an Australian Financial Services License under the Corporations Act 2001 as it enjoys the benefit of an 
exemption under ASIC Class Order CO 03/1101 (remade as ASIC Corporations (Repeal and Transitional) Instrument 2016/396 and extended by ASIC Corporations 
(Amendment) Instrument 2023/588). 

In the United Kingdom, Citibank N.A., London Branch (registered branch number BR001018), Citigroup Centre, Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5LB, is authorized 
and regulated by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (USA) and authorized by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct 
Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority are available from 
us on request. The contact number for Citibank N.A., London Branch is +44 (0)20 7508 8000. 

Citibank Europe plc (UK Branch) is a branch of Citibank Europe plc, which is authorised and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and the European Central Bank. 
Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. 
Details about the extent of our regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request. Citibank Europe plc, UK Branch is registered as a branch 
in the register of companies for England and Wales with registered branch number BR017844. Its registered address is Citigroup Centre, Canada Square, Canary Wharf, 
London E14 5LB. VAT No.: GB 429 6256 29. Citibank Europe plc is registered in Ireland with number 132781, with its registered office at 1 North Wall Quay, Dublin 1. Citibank 
Europe plc is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Ultimately owned by Citigroup Inc., New York, USA.  

Citibank Europe plc, Luxembourg Branch, registered with the Luxembourg Trade and Companies Register under number B 200204, is a branch of Citibank Europe plc. It is 
subject to the joint supervision of the European Central bank and the Central Bank of Ireland. It is furthermore subject to limited regulation by the Commission de Surveillance 
du Secteur Financier (the CSSF) in its role as host Member State authority and registered with the CSSF under number B00000395. Its business office is at 31, Z.A. 
Bourmicht, 8070 Bertrange, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Citibank Europe plc is registered in Ireland with company registration number 132781. It is regulated by the Central 
Bank of Ireland under the reference number C26553 and supervised by the European Central Bank. Its registered office is at 1 North Wall Quay, Dublin 1, Ireland.   

This document is communicated by Citibank (Switzerland) AG, which has its registered address at Hardstrasse 201, 8005 Zurich, Citibank N.A., Zurich Branch, which has its 
registered address at Hardstrasse 201, 8005 Zurich, or Citibank N.A., Geneva Branch, which has its registered address at 2, Quai de la Poste, 1204 Geneva. Citibank 
(Switzerland) AG and Citibank, N.A., Zurich and Geneva Branches are authorised and supervised by the Swiss Financial Supervisory Authority (FINMA). In Jersey, this 



document is communicated by Citibank N.A., Jersey Branch which has its registered address at PO Box 104, 38 Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey JE4 8QB. Citibank N.A., Jersey 
Branch is regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission. Citibank N.A. Jersey Branch is a participant in the Jersey Bank Depositors Compensation Scheme. The 
Scheme offers protection for eligible deposits of up to £50,000. The maximum total amount of compensation is capped at £100,000,000 in any 5-year period. Full details 
of the Scheme and banking groups covered are available on the States of Jersey website www.gov.je/dcs, or on request. 

Citi may offer, issue, distribute or provide other services in relation to certain unsecured financial instruments issued or entered into by BRRD Entities (i.e., EU entities within 
the scope of Directive 2014/59/EU (the BRRD), including EU credit institutions, certain EU investment firms and / or their EU subsidiaries or parents) (BRRD Financial 
Instruments).  

In various jurisdictions (including, without limitation, the European Union and the United States) national authorities have certain powers to manage and resolve banks, 
broker dealers and other financial institutions (including, but not limited to, Citi) when they are failing or likely to fail. There is a risk that the use, or anticipated use, of such 
powers, or the manner in which they are exercised, may materially adversely affect (i) your rights under certain types of unsecured financial instruments (including, without 
limitation, BRRD Financial Instruments), (ii) the value, volatility or liquidity of certain unsecured financial instruments (including, without limitation, BRRD Financial 
Instruments) that you hold and / or (iii) the ability of an institution (including, without limitation, a BRRD Entity) to satisfy any liabilities or obligations it has to you. In the 
event of resolution, the value of BRRD Financial Instruments may be reduced to zero and or liabilities may be converted into ordinary shares or other instruments of ownership 
for the purposes of stabilisation and loss absorption. The terms of existing BRRD Financial Instruments (e.g., date of maturity or interest rates payable) could be altered and 
payments could be suspended.  

There can be no assurance that the use of any BRRD resolution tools or powers by the BRRD Resolution Authority or the manner in which they are exercised will not materially 
adversely affect your rights as a holder of BRRD Financial Instruments, the market value of any investment you may have in BRRD Financial Instruments and/or a BRRD 
Entity’s ability to satisfy any liabilities or obligations it has to you. You may have a right to compensation from the relevant authorities if the exercise of such resolution powers 
results in less favourable treatment for you than the treatment that you would have received under normal insolvency proceedings. By accepting any services from Citi, you 
confirm that you are aware of these risks. 

In Canada, Citi Private Bank is a division of Citibank Canada, a Schedule II Canadian chartered bank. References herein to Citi Private Bank and its activities in Canada relate 
solely to Citibank Canada and do not refer to any affiliates or subsidiaries of Citibank Canada operating in Canada. Certain investment products are made available through 
Citibank Canada Investment Funds Limited (“CCIFL”), a wholly owned subsidiary of Citibank Canada. Investment Products are subject to investment risk, including possible 
loss of principal amount invested. Investment Products are not insured by the CDIC, FDIC or depository insurance regime of any jurisdiction and are not guaranteed by 
Citigroup or any affiliate thereof. 

This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities to any person in any jurisdiction. The 
information set out herein may be subject to updating, completion, revision, verification and amendment and such information may change materially. 

Citigroup, its affiliates and any of the officers, directors, employees, representatives or agents shall not be held liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, or 
consequential damages, including loss of profits, arising out of the use of information contained herein, including through errors whether caused by negligence or otherwise. 

CCIFL is not currently a member and does not intend to become a member of the Canadian Investment Regulatory Organization (“CIRO”); consequently, clients of CCIFL will 
not have available to them investor protection benefits that would otherwise derive from membership of CCIFL in the CIRO, including coverage under any investor protection 
plan for clients of members of the CIRO. 

Bahrain: IN BAHRAIN, CITI PRIVATE BANK OPERATES UNDER SPECIFIC APPROVAL ISSUED ON THE BASIS OF CITIBANK, N.A., BAHRAIN BRANCH’S BANKING LICENSE   
  
Marketing and distribution of Investment Funds to clients in Bahrain requires Notification to the Central Bank of Bahrain and will be limited to UHNWI as defined 
below.  Minimum investment subscription criteria will apply for products for all subscriptions for Bahrain domiciled clients.    
  
Ultra-high net worth investors are:  
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GLOBAL CONSUMER BANK (Asia Pacific and EMEA): 

“Citi analysts” refer to investment professionals within Citi Research (“CR”), Citi Global Markets Inc. (“CGMI”), Citi Global Wealth 
Investments (“CGWI”) and voting members of the Citi Global Investment Committee. Citibank N.A. and its affiliates / subsidiaries provide 
no independent research or analysis in the substance or preparation of this document.  

The information in this document has been obtained from reports issued by CGMI and CGWI. Such information is based on sources CGMI and CGWI believe to be reliable. 
CGMI and CGWI, however, do not guarantee its accuracy and it may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions and estimates constitute CGMI and CGWI's judgment as of the 
date of the report and are subject to change without notice. This document is for general information purposes only and is not intended as a recommendation or an offer or 
solicitation for the purchase or sale of any security or currency. No part of this document may be reproduced in any manner without the written consent of Citibank N.A. 
Information in this document has been prepared without taking account of the objectives, financial situation, or needs of any particular investor. Any person considering an 



investment should consider the appropriateness of the investment having regard to their objectives, financial situation, or needs, and should seek independent advice on 
the suitability or otherwise of a particular investment. Investments are not deposits, are not obligations of, or guaranteed or insured by Citibank N.A., Citigroup Inc., or any 
of their affiliates or subsidiaries, or by any local government or insurance agency, and are subject to investment risk, including the possible loss of the principal amount 
invested. Investors investing in funds denominated in non-local currency should be aware of the risk of exchange rate fluctuations that may cause a loss of principal. Past 
performance is not indicative of future performance, prices can go up or down. Investment products are not available to US persons. Investors should be aware that it is 
his/her responsibility to seek legal and/or tax advice regarding the legal and tax consequences of his/her investment transactions. If an investor changes residence, 
citizenship, nationality, or place of work, it is his/her responsibility to understand how his/her investment transactions are affected by such change and comply with all 
applicable laws and regulations as and when such becomes applicable. Citibank does not provide legal and/or tax advice and is not responsible for advising an investor on 
the laws pertaining to his/her transaction. 

Citi Research (CR) is a division of Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (the "Firm"), which does and seeks to do business with companies covered in its research reports. As a result, 
investors should be aware that the Firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. Investors should consider this report as only a single 
factor in making their investment decision.  

For more information, please refer to https://www.citivelocity.com/cvr/eppublic/citi_research_disclosures. 

MARKET SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES 

Hong Kong:  This This communication is distributed in Hong Kong by Citibank (Hong Kong) Limited ("CHKL") and/or Citibank, N.A., Hong Kong Branch (“CBNA HK”, Citibank, 
N.A. is organized under the laws of U.S.A. with limited liability). CHKL and CBNA HK provide no independent research or analysis in the substance or preparation of this 
communication. Although information in this communication has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, CHKL and CBNA HK do not guarantee its accuracy or 
completeness and accept no liability for any direct or consequential losses arising from its use. 

This communication is for general information only, is not intended as a recommendation or an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any products or services and 
should not be relied upon as financial advice. The information herein has not taken account of the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Any 
person considering an investment should consider the suitability of the investment having regard to their objectives, financial situation and needs, and should seek 
independent advice before making an investment decision. You should obtain and consider the relevant product terms and conditions and risk disclosure statement, and 
consider if it’s suitable for your objectives, financial situation or needs before making any investment decision. Investors are advised to obtain independent legal, financial 
and taxation advice prior to investing. Investments are not deposits, are not protected by the Deposit Protection Scheme in Hong Kong and are subject to investment risk 
including the possible loss of the principal amount invested. 

This communication does not constitute the distribution of any information in any jurisdiction in which it is unlawful to distribute such information to any person in such 
jurisdiction.  

CHKL does not provide discretionary portfolio management services. 

Singapore: This communication is distributed in Singapore by Citibank Singapore Limited (“CSL”) to selected Citigold/Citigold Private Clients. CSL provides no independent 
research or analysis of the substance or in preparation of this communication. Please contact your Citigold/Citigold Private Client Relationship Manager in CSL if you have 
any queries on or any matters arising from or in connection with this communication. Investment products are not insured under the provisions of the Deposit Insurance and 
Policy Owners’ Protection Schemes Act of Singapore and are not eligible for deposit insurance coverage under the Deposit Insurance Scheme. 

This communication is for general information only and should not be relied upon as financial advice. The information herein has no regard to the specific objectives, financial 
situation and particular needs of any specific person and is not intended to be an exhaustive discussion of the strategies or concepts mentioned herein or tax or legal advice. 
Any person interested in the strategies or concepts mentioned herein should consult their independent tax, legal, financial or other advisors, as appropriate. This 
communication does not constitute the distribution of any information or the making of any offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such distribution or 
offer is not authorized or to any person to whom it is unlawful to distribute such information or make any offer or solicitation.  

Before making any investment, each investor must obtain the investment offering materials, which include a description of the risks, fees and expenses and the performance 
history, if any, which may be considered in connection with making an investment decision. Interested investors should seek the advice of their financial adviser about the 
issues discussed herein as appropriate. Should investors choose not to seek such advice, they should carefully consider the risks associated with the investment and make 
a determination based upon the investor’s own particular circumstances, that the investment is consistent with the investor’s investment objectives and assess whether 
the investment product is suitable for themselves. Although information in this document has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, CSL does not guarantee 
its accuracy or completeness and accept no liability for any direct or consequential losses arising from its use. 

CSL does not provide discretionary portfolio management services 

UAE: This document is distributed in UAE by Citibank, N.A. UAE. Citibank N.A. UAE is licensed by UAE Securities and Commodities Authority (“SCA”) to undertake the 
financial activity as Promoter under license number 602003. 

Citibank N.A. UAE is registered with Central Bank of UAE under license numbers BSD/504/83 for Al Wasl Branch Dubai, 13/184/2019 for Mall of the Emirates Branch Dubai, 
BSD/2819/9 for Sharjah Branch, and BSD/692/83 for Abu Dhabi Branch. 

https://www.citivelocity.com/cvr/eppublic/citi_research_disclosures


This is not an official statement of Citigroup Inc. and may not reflect all of your investments with or made through Citibank. For an accurate record of your accounts and 
transactions, please consult your official statement. Before making any investment, each investor must obtain the investment offering materials, which include a description 
of the risks, fees and expenses and the performance history, if any, which may be considered in connection with making an investment decision. Each investor should 
carefully consider the risks associated with the investment and make a determination based upon the investor’s own particular circumstances, that the investment is 
consistent with the investor’s investment objectives. At any time, Citigroup companies may compensate affiliates and their representatives for providing products and 
services to clients.  

United Kingdom: This document is distributed in the U.K. by Citibank UK Limited and in Jersey by Citibank N.A., Jersey Branch.  

Citibank UK Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Our 
firm’s Financial Services Register number is 805574. Citibank UK Limited is a company limited by shares registered in England and Wales with registered address at Citigroup 
Centre, Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5LB, Companies House Registration No. 11283101.  

Citibank N.A., Jersey Branch is regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission. Citi International Personal Bank is registered in Jersey as a business name of Citibank 
N.A. The address of Citibank N.A., Jersey Branch is P.O. Box 104, 38 Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey JE4 8QB. Citibank N.A. is incorporated with limited liability in the USA. Head 
office: 399 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10043, USA.  

© 2023 Citigroup Inc. Citi, Citi and Arc Design and other marks used herein are service marks of Citigroup Inc. or its affiliates, used and registered throughout the world.  
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